Sonic logging tools excite compressional, shear, and different dispersive modes in a wellbore. Waveforms acquired at the receiver array are processed to calculate compressional and shear slowness logs, from which one can estimate relevant dynamic elastic properties of rock formations surrounding the borehole. Shoulder-bed effects often influence the interpretation of sonic logging measurements when the tool operates across formations with thin beds. To address that challenge, we introduce a new method that reduces shoulder-bed effects and provides a high resolution shear slowness log. At several discrete frequencies, the method uses stochastic inversion to match simulated flexural mode slownesses with those obtained from processed field data. The method gives accurate results with quantitative indicators of parameter uncertainty. Axial spatial slowness sensitivity functions are used for forward modeling, which significantly reduces computation time. We apply the new method to a synthetic case and obtain accurate and stable shear slowness estimations. In a field case, the inverted results not only correlate well with the original log, but also provide an enhancement in vertical resolution.
Introduction
Sonic measurements have been an essential component of most well-log interpretation procedures to assess elastic and petrophysical properties of rock formations penetrated by a well. It is well known that the length of the receiver array used to acquire sonic logging measurements limits the vertical resolution of this technique; therefore, conventional sonic logs provide averaged estimations when the thickness of the beds is shorter than the length of the array (Peyret and Torres-Verdín, 2006 ).
In the radial direction, measurement sensitivities of dispersive modes characterize the effect of heterogeneity around the well due to mud-filtrate invasion and other radial alterations (Sinha, 1997) . We define and calculate sensitivity functions of the flexural mode in the frequency domain, using automatic hp-adaptive finite-element simulations (Matuszyk and Torres-Verdín, 2011 ) and perturbation analysis. With the axial sensitivity functions, we approximate the flexural mode responses in the presence of thin beds by a convolution procedure. Comparison to numerical simulations indicates that the proposed approximation has similar accuracy but provides a significant reduction in computation time. Sinha et al. (2006) proposed a method for 1D shear modulus radial profiling via inversion of sonic dispersion measurements. Recently, Mallan et al. (2009) performed joint inversion of flexural and Stoneley dispersions and array-induction apparent resistivity measurement to determine dry bulk and shear moduli, porosity, and water saturation in the radial direction. Yang and Torres-Verdín (2011) developed a stochastic method to estimate petrophysical properties for each bed in multi-layered formations which employs Markov-Chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC) to sample the model space and quantify the posterior distribution of unknown properties. Additionally, the MCMC method explicitly assesses the uncertainty of inverted properties for each layer. We develop a new stochastic inversion method to estimate shear slowness of each layer in thinly bedded formations, and document examples of successful application of the new approach including both synthetic and field cases. In all cases, we obtain accurate results with less than 5% of uncertainty. Moreover, comparison to original field data confirms that the method successfully improves vertical resolution.
Axial Sensitivity Functions
Based on effective medium theory (Choy, 1999) , the slowness of a certain propagation mode equals the slowness in a selected reference homogeneous formation plus perturbations due to all elastic heterogeneities in a finite measurable volume. We use linear perturbation analysis to calculate axial sensitivity functions. Generally, we simulate numerically the flexural mode dispersions, first in a reference homogeneous formation, and then in the same formation but containing a thin layer with a perturbation of a specific elastic property. The difference between these two dispersions is normalized over the perturbation magnitude to give the axial sensitivity function.
Mathematically, a normalized axial sensitivity function is defined by
where z denotes axial location of the perturbed layer, ∆z is its thickness, f is discrete frequency, ∆t r and ∆t are slownesses of the reference and perturbed formation, respectively, M r and M are reference and perturbed elastic properties, respectively. Figure 1 shows the axial sensitivities of the flexural mode calculated in a fast reference homogeneous formation penetrated by an 8 inch borehole, for the frequency range from 2 kHz to 7 kHz. A rigid wireline instrument is centered in the borehole. Related parameters are listed in Tables 1 and 2 . We observe that sensitivity functions are approximately symmetric about the center of the receiver array, and approach to zero outside the array. We also note that the sensitivity to shear perturbation is an order of magnitude larger than the ones related to the other two properties; thus, we choose to invert for shear slowness from flexural mode measurements. Using the axial sensitivity functions, we approximate dispersion curves in the perturbed formation as
where the first sum loops all three elastic properties, and ∆M(z) denotes the perturbation of a particular property.
Since the sensitivities to compressional velocity and density are significantly smaller than those related to shear velocity, we treat the compressional velocity and density as known inputs (values from logs are used in the field case). Therefore, the first sum in equation (2) simplifies and includes only shear velocity perturbations. Equation (2) is extended to model sonic logs by shifting the sensitivity functions across all depths, which is essentially a convolution process.
Stochastic Inversion
We use a simple notation to state the forward model as
where G is the forward function adopted in the inversion problem, relating elastic properties and dispersion curves, given by equation (2). In this study, m is the vector of shear slownesses (defined for each layer in the modeled formation). The observation data, d, are the dispersion curves (pairs: discrete frequency and mode slowness). We need to estimate vector m from available flexural dispersion logs.
We denote the a-priori distribution of the elastic properties by p(m), the likelihood function by p(d|m), and the posterior probability distribution for properties by q(d|m). The initial distribution of parameters is determined from well logs or other information about the unknown elastic properties. The likelihood function measures the probability of observing the dispersion curves, d, when the elastic property is m, while the posterior distribution quantifies how well an elastic property vector agrees with the prior information and the dispersion curves.
Bayes' theorem relates a-priori and posterior distributions in a way that makes the computations of q(m|d) tractable (Aster et al., 2005) . It can be written as
Stochastic inversion is performed with a fast sampling technique (Yang and Torres-Verdín, 2013) based on the MCMC method, thereby enabling an efficient estimation of elastic properties to obtain the observed flexural dispersion curves.
The stochastic inversion solution, m, defines the posterior distribution. Unlike classical confidence intervals, the uncertainty obtained from stochastic inversion is described by the posterior distribution. The specified probability distribution in our method is the elastic property posterior distribution, from which one can calculate expectation value, standard deviation, and other statistical parameters.
Synthetic Example
This example involves three thin layers embedded in a fast homogeneous background formation. Properties of the layers are listed in Table 3 . We assume that only shear velocities are unknown while layer thicknesses and other properties are available from logs. The flexural mode dispersion logs are simulated using the finite-element method, and then we use the sensitivity functions shown in Figure 1 to perform the inversion. Analysis of to the model parameters given in Table 3 , indicates that our estimation is accurate with less than 5% uncertainty. 
Field Example
In this example, we estimate shear slowness in a fast tight gas formation. Shear slowness, compressional slowness, and density logs are shown in Figure 4 . From the log measurements, we select as reference medium the formation with elastic parameters listed in Table 4 . Borehole properties listed in Table 4 are also obtained from field data. Diameter of the hole equals 8.5 inches while tool properties are the same as those shown in Table 2 . As shown in Figure 5 , layer boundaries are jointly determined with resistivity and shear slowness logs,. We define 11 thin beds in addition to top and bottom layers; thus, there are 13 unknown shear slownesses for inversion. Figure 6 displays the flexural mode slownesses at four discrete frequencies obtained with the Weighted Spectrum Semblance method (Nolte and Huang, 1997) . Logs modeled with sensitivity functions are also plotted in Figure 6 for comparison. In Figure 7 , we show the inverted layer-by-layer shear slownesses as a blocky plot, overlaid with the original well log. A good correlation is observed between these two plots. Furthermore, low uncertainties are associated with the estimations obtained with our method, whereby the estimated log exhibits higher resolution than the original field measurements. 
Conclusions
We introduced a highly efficient stochastic inversion method to estimate shear slowness with quantitative indicators of uncertainty in thinly bedded formations. The new method employs rapid forward modeling of the flexural mode with axial slowness sensitivity functions. Synthetic and field cases of inversion confirmed that the method is accurate and reliable to estimate shear slowness profiles in the axial direction. More importantly, the new interpretation procedure improves vertical resolution of well logs, which enables further integration of sonic logs with core data and other well logs for rock physics analysis.
